The structure of the Paired Helical filaments (PHF) 1 , a polymer of the microtubule associated protein tau, has been studied by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and by cryoelectron microscopy. Mica and graphite were used as substrates in the AFM analysis with no differences in the results. A banding pattern of 8-12 nm width within the helical structure is found when detailed analysis of the data is performed. High AFM resolution images obtained by using an ultra sharp tip confirm the previous results and suggest that the structures observed are compatible with a helical ribbon made up of two parallel strands. These results were confirmed by cryoelectron microscopy experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a dementia showing some pathological features that have been related with the onset of progressive cognitive impairments. Two major aberrant structures are found in the brain of AD patients, the extracellular senile plaques (SP) and the intracellular (after cell death could become extracellular) neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) [10, 11, 29] . Since the presence of NFT is closely correlated with the degree of dementia in AD patients [2] , the study of these structures has deserved an important attention. NFTs have been found to be aggregates of filamentous polymers termed paired helical filaments (PHF) [19] , although Terry [42] described the components of NFT as ribbon-like twisted tubules. Biochemical studies have indicated that the main component of PHF is the microtubule-associated protein termed tau [4, 14, 17, 20, 21, 30, 49, 50, 52] . PHF-like polymers could be assembled in vitro using tau [7, 24, 25, 45] , being a short region of this protein the minimum sequence required for its selfassembly [32] . The structural characterization of PHF has improved during the last years thanks to the use of techniques such as X-ray diffraction [51] and electron microscopy [1, 24, 31, 39, 47] .
The studies by Ruben et al. [36, 38] have lead to suggest that PHF could be made of non-periodic thin helical ribbons. However, this point has been challenged [18] and it has even been suggested that the real structure of PHF could be a hybrid of the two, the paired helical filament model and that of the thin helical ribbon model [34] . AFM is a very adequate technique to observe biomolecules and other molecular assemblies [27, 28, 43] . From the structural point of view, the technique can image structures in native conditions, in three dimensions without staining or shadowing, in air or under liquid conditions (see for reviews [5, 8, 40] ). Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has already been used to confirm the helical nature of the PHFs [33] ; see also [35] .
Cryoelectron microscopy, a technique capable of extracting three-dimensional information out of the specimen, can be used to complement the information on the surface generated by the AFM.
In this work, both complementary techniques have been used to further characterize the nature of PHFs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The tissues used in this work were obtained from the Netherlands Brain Bank and from the Cambridge Brain Bank. Brains were collected from autopsies (less than 18 hours postmortem) from four patients with clinically confirmed Alzheimer's disease.
PHF isolation
PHF fractions were obtained as described using the method of [13] PHF protein was subjected to SDS acrylamide gel electrophoresis and the fractionated protein was characterized by Western blot using PHF-1 antibody (a kind gift of Dr. P. Davies, Albert Einstein University, Bronx, NY).
Additionally, the presence of PHF was determined by electron microscopy as previously described [30] .
Tau was isolated from bovine brain microtubules by following the procedure previously indicated.
AFM sample preparation
PHF samples were prepared as follows: 4 µl of the PHFs sample were deposited on freshly cleaved mica and allowed to bind for one minute. Preparations were then rinsed with 3-5 ml MilliQ water and the excess liquid wicked away at the mica edge with a tissue paper. The mica was then blown completed dry with a stream of nitrogen gas. Samples prepared this way were immediately imaged with the microscope.
AFM imaging
AFM uses a sharp tip at the end of a flexible cantilever to scan and sense the topography of a sample deposited on a flat surface [3] , usually mica or glass. The AFM images were obtained with a commercial microscope (Nanotec Electronica S.L., Spain) operating in non contact tapping mode following the conditions described in detail elsewhere [26] , for the Olympus type cantilevers employed (15 nm nominal radius, k = 1 N/m, resonance frequency about 80 kHz). To image the surface in noncontact AFM the tip is oscillated at its free resonance frequency and the normal force signal is processed to measure the amplitude and the relative phase of the oscillation.
Our digital control electronics then establishes feedback at a certain oscillation amplitude which is slightly lower than the free resonance amplitude. Two types of cantilevers were used: Olympus type (see above) and SuperSharpSilicon®-Tips (Nanosensors®) with a nominal radius equal or less than 5 nm, a force constant of 10 N/m, and a resonance frequency of 120 kHz. Images were recorded at typical scan frequencies of 2-3 Hz and the set point was chosen as high as possible to keep tip-sample interaction the softest. Images were collected in air at room temperature at approx. 30% relative humidity. Some images were processed by subtracting a general plane to remove the background slope and filtered to eliminate the low frequency noise.
Mathematical modeling and dilation simulation
AFM images of biological structures are characterized for an overestimated lateral dimension because the typical lateral size of a molecule is smaller than the lateral size of the tip (tip radius) [5] . In this way a dilation phenomenon is often present in AFM imaging of biological assemblies.
To determine whether AFM images are compatible with either an ideal two-strand structure or an ideal thin twisted ribbon, different models were generated. A dilation simulation was carried out as described in [44] , where the tip-sample interaction is modeled like contact without penetration of the tip into the sample. More than a thousand simulations were carried out searching for the best fit of the tip parameters employed for the dilation.
Cryoelectron microscopy
Grids were prepared by evaporating carbon onto freshly cleaved mica, which was then floated on water and lowered on to the grids. These were glow-discharged in air. 3 µl aliquots of PHF samples prepared as described above were applied to the carbon film for 3 min, blotted for 5 s and quickly frozen in liquid ethane at -180 °C, so that the specimen was preserved in vitreous ice. The frozen grids were kept under liquid nitrogen until used. Electron micrographs were recorded on Kodak SO-163 film using low electron dose conditions with a JEOL 1200EX-II operated at 100 kV. The images were obtained with a nominal magnification of x50000 and a nominal underfocus varying from 10000 to 20000 Å. A GATAN-626 cold stage was used in the recording of the electron micrographs from specimens at temperatures below -160 °C.
RESULTS

AFM analysis of the PHF polymers
PHF were prepared as described above and analyzed by AFM. All experiments have given similar results. Fig.1A and Fig.1B show a typical set of PHF particles at different magnifications. From these images, polymers with helical profiles and dimensions similar to those obtained by other authors [46] can be observed. The average pitch calculated for PHFs from different preparations is 82 nm, with a height of 8 nm in the "valley" and with a height of 16 nm in the "top" of the helical structure.
Previous analyses have been performed using mica as substrate [34] . However, in a recent work by AFM [22] , it has been suggested that for the analysis of other similar polymers like amyloid fibers, graphite seems to be a more suitable substrate. The same type of experiments were then carried out with graphite, which gave similar results to those obtained with mica. A detailed analysis of the images obtained reveals, regardless of the support used, a banding pattern of [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] nm width within the helical structure. Fig. 1C shows the derivative image of a PHF particle. These data support the idea of a basic model of a helix being constituted by a basic structural element repeated periodically. The three-dimensional representation of the PHF shown in Fig. 1D reinforces the presence of this repetitive structure that has not been described previously. This structure could be formed by several molecules of tau.
AFM analysis using a ultra-sharp tip
Looking for a higher resolution, a tip with a nominal diameter equal or smaller than 5 nm was used in the subsequent AFM analyses (Fig. 2) . Again, the helix structure was observed as basic structural element, but more information about the polymer structure was obtained. Fig. 2A and B show two of the filaments imaged at high magnification. Unlike in the previous observations where PHFs seemed to be formed by a thick helical structures, here the filament seems to be generated by a thin twisted ribbon with a 82 nm pitch (Fig. 2C) . Assuming a tip radius of 5 nm, and the measured values of the thickness and width (Fig 2D and Fig. 2E) , we can calculate, by geometrical arguments as the ones pointed in [23] , the thickness and the width of the fiber. And average thickness and width of 3 and 16 nm is calculated. The blurred image obtained in the "valleys" of the filaments can be explained by the tip deforming this part of the structure that, because of its helical nature, is hanging between the domains interacting with the support material. A more careful observation of the width profile (Fig. 2E ) allows detecting a two-peak pattern, suggesting that a two-strand ribbon (see discussion) may form the helix. Similar results were obtained with different PHF preparations (not shown).
An interesting point in the images taken with the supertips is the absence of the banded pattern.
As will be discussed in more detail below, this might be related to differences in the interaction of the two kind of tips used, since they are not chemically identical.
Cryoelectron microscopy analysis
To confirm the existence of the ribbon structures we have used a different technique, cryoelectron microscopy, in which the PHF polymers are quickly frozen in the physiological buffer in which they are suspended, and thus their native structure is preserved. Fig. 3 shows several examples of such filaments. In all of them, a similar architecture as that obtained by AFM with the 5 nm tip is observed: a thin ribbon of 16 nm width and 3 nm thickness turning around its longitudinal axis generating the classical helix which has defined these filaments. In some of them (see arrow in 
AFM simulation
To further test that the PHFs are indeed twisted ribbons and try to characterize the nature of this these ribbons (whether they were made up by one or two strands), a simulation of the results obtained by AFM was carried out and subsequently compared with the experimental results (Fig.   4) . Three different models were used in the simulation. Model 1 is a twisted ribbon of 16 nm width (Fig. 4C) , model 2 consists of two paired strands of 4 nm thickness separated by 9 nm (Fig.   4F ), and model 3 consists of two strands of 8 nm wide separated by 1 nm (Fig. 4I) , which is approximately the width of the cleft found in the lateral profile of the PHFs imaged by the ultrasharp tip (Fig. 2E) . The three theoretical models were simulated to be scanned with either the standard 15 nm tip (Fig. 4E, H and K) or the 5 nm tip (Fig. 4D, G and J) . All the simulation generated can be compared with images of PHFs obtained experimentally with the 5 nm tip (Fig.   4B ) or the standard tip (Fig. 4C) . The results of the simulation reveal clearly that none of the proposed models could be resolved using the conventional tip since the three simulations generated are essentially identical. However, simulations with the three models and the ultra-sharp tip reveal differences between the three images generated. Whereas it is clear that the image obtained using the second model (Fig. 4G) is not compatible with the experimental image (Fig.   4A ), the images generated using the first model (one strand occupying the whole ribbon; Fig. 4D) or the third model (a two-strand ribbon with a small separation between them; Fig. 4J ) could fit with the experimental image.
DISCUSSION
The structural analyses carried out in this work with two different and complementary techniques, AFM and cryoelectron microscopy, have first confirmed that the paired helical filaments are indeed formed by a helical structure, as it has been already described [1, 34, 39, 47, 48] . The AFM analysis was performed with two types of supports, mica and graphite, which have different hydrophobicity properties. However, no main differences between the two supports were observed and similar results to those previously described were found [34] . A periodical substructure is found when further analyses are performed. (Fig. 1C and D) . The existence of this substructure is confirmed by cryoelectron microscopy analysis (Fig. 3A) in which the same rectangular structures of approximately 8 nm wide × 16 nm long are observed.
A dramatic change in resolution is obtained when using a very sharp tip (5 nm) in which the dilation phenomena is minimized. The images generated by this tip (Fig. 2) reveal that the PHF is composed, instead of twisted tubules, by a thin ribbon running around its longitudinal axis. The analysis carried out by cryoelectron microscopy (Fig. 3 ) not only confirms the ribbon nature of the PHFs but also their thickness. A new result obtained when analyzing the height profiles of the ribbons is the repetitive appearance of a small cleft in the lateral profile (Fig. 2E ). This could suggest that the ribbon is composed of two strands.
The simulation of the results obtained by AFM with the two types of tips and three different models (Fig. 4) shows that the standard tip can not differentiate between a one-strand and a twostrand ribbon provided that their total width is similar (16 nm) . The use of the ultra-sharp tip however is capable of discriminating between several models, and the simulation performed with this tip shows that a model made up by two thin strands with a large separation between them (Fig. 4F) is not compatible with the experimental image (Fig. 4A) . However, a two-strand structure with a small separation (1 nm) (Fig. 4I ) could be compatible with what is experimentally found. The separation has similar dimensions to the valley found in the lateral density profile of the PHFs imaged by the ultra-sharp tip (Fig. 2E) . In summary, the simulations performed strengthen the notion of the PHFs having a twisted ribbon structure but cannot confirm nor rule out that this structure contains two strand polymers with a very narrow separation between the strands.
Another interesting feature we have observed is the absence of the banded pattern if images are acquired with the "Supertips". At first sight, this is very surprising, since "Supertips" should give higher resolution and should thus be capable of imaging these fine structures on the PHFs. One possible explanation for this phenomena is related to tip-sample interaction. Indeed the two kinds of tips are chemically different (Olympus tips:Si 3 N 4 , "Supertips": SiO 2 ). Moreover, on a nanometer scale the hidrophilicity depends on the local radius of curvature. Therefore, possibly the Olympus cantilevers are sensitive to local variations of hydophilicity while the "Supertips" are not. The banding pattern observed would the rather correspond to local variations in the interactions rather than to topographical features. More investigations are needed to further clarify this point.
It has been described that tau protein, the component of PHF, has a rod-like shape in the unassembled form. This rod has a length of 56 nm [16] . However, it has also been suggested that tau is a highly elastic protein that could contract for more than 300%, yielding a more globular and shorter protein [15] . This contracted conformation could be present in PHF-forming tau, since it has been shown that the Alz50 antibody recognizes a conformational epitope where the first 18 residues are located close to the tubulin binding region of the tau molecule [6] , which is present near to the C-terminal region [12] [41] . The data obtained by AFM suggests that PHFs are generated by a repeated unit, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the helix, of either 16 nm x 8 nm if the ribbon is generated by one strand, or 8 nm x 8 nm if the ribbon is made up by two strands. Based on the height profiles of the PHFs generated with the high resolution tips (Fig.   2E ), we can assume that the last case is correct and then there would be as a basic unit building the double strand helix, a "brick" of 8 nm wide × 8 nm long × 3 nm thick, which accounts for 192 nm 3 or 154 kDa, if a protein density of 0.8 kDa/nm 3 is assumed. Taking into account that tau protein has a relative molecular mass of 40 kDa, we can hypothesize that each of the structural units contains four molecules of tau. Indeed, it was found that tau protein, in solution, is able tpo form tetramer-like oligomers [9] . On the other hand, Ruben et al. [37] have proposed that tau molecules can form trimers, but these oligomers could be rather small to form the basic unit building PHF.
A working model like shown in figure 5 could be postulated in which tau oligomers, (presumabily tetramers, although further work should be able to confirm it) are placed in a double helical polymer structure.
Our AFM images show that the structure of the PHFs is, basically, composed by a twisted sheet.
This structure, probably, contains two strand polymers with a very narrow separation between the strands. There was detected a repetitive unit of 8-12 nm, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the helix. We propose that this basic unit is composed by four molecules of tau, regarding the dimensions, the molecular mass and the density of the protein.
All the results we confirmed by cryoelectron microscopy. Finally, a working model, which encloses all the conclusions of the manuscript, is proposed. 
